
Decal Installation Guide
Hi, thanks for your purchase, following these instructions will make your decals last for years.

Step 1:
Clean application surface throughly. Place decal on desired location 
and apply masking tape across the top, creating a hinge. 

Before you begin:

 Do not apply any vinyl graphics in direct sunlight. 
 Do not store unapplied graphics in direct sunlight, damage may occur.
 All dirt, grease and wax must be removed from the car surface before the decal is applied. This 

includes wax from mechanical car washes, etc. Failure to take this step may result in the decal 
not sticking to the vehicle surface.

 Use 2 plastic cards (like credit cards or similar) 
 Masking tape

Step 2:
Flip decal up and pull backing paper off, exposing addhessive.
Caution: Do not let the exposed graphic touch the intended surface. The back of 
the graphic is very tacky and will tightly adhere to the surface.
If the placement is not correct, removing the graphic for re-placement will be very 
difficult or impossible without causing damage to the vinyl. 

Step 3:

Bring decal down while still holding the bottom end up; apply firm 
pressure with the plastic cards and rub graphic area from center 
out to edges forcing all the air out. Be sure to rub all the corners 
and edges of the deacal.

Step 4:

Let decal sit for a few minutes, then gently remove transfer tape by 
pulling it straight back, leaving the graphic on the surface. If you 
notice any air bubbles, use a pin and poke a tiny hole. Then 
squeeze the air bubble out by using your thumb or squeegee. Let 
decal sit for 24 hours before washing your car. You can still drive 
your car and the decal will not fly off.

¡Congratulations! Your are now ready to show off your new decal.

Visit UberDecals.com for all your further decals needs!
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